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=============== PreciseCalc is a Microsoft Excel workbook that consists of
several pre-made spreadsheets, with tables and formulas. The workbook is designed
to help you calculate sums, averages, extractions, multiplications or divisions. The
spreadsheets are created in order to fit several real life situations and help you with
budget plans. Several tabs for several situations PreciseCalc can help you with basic

mathematical equations, such as sums, extractions, multiplications and divisions.
The workbook contains several tabs dedicated to empirical calculations, but also

tables designed to help you plan your budget for certain events. Thus, you can easily
estimate the required sum for going on a vacation, buying a new house, furniture, or

a computer. Additionally, the workbook includes a taxes calculator, every day
expenses list, equipment for the office, or for a company. The sheets include pre-

made tables that feature the basic requirements and their prices. You need to
specify the cost of each component as well as add or remove parts, in order to

create the most suitable scheme. Budget planner You may successfully use
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PreciseCalc as a budget planner, since you can add entries to the tables and save the
results at any time. The records include the required components as well as the

afferent price. Therefore, you can print the spreadsheet or store it on your
computer as a budget estimation. With already created tables and colorful

worksheets, PreciseCalc can be a convenient tool for performing mathematical
averages, sums or extractions. Moreover, since it is a Microsoft Excel workbook,
you may easily open it with the required software, then save the records to your

computer or print them. Simple to use calculator for real life estimations
PreciseCalc is lightweight, easy to use and offers you pre-made worksheets with
tables and formulas. Since it comes as an XLSX file, it can only be opened with

Microsoft Office 2007 or newer, so you need to make sure the software meets the
requirements. The colorful tabs and pre-made tables allow you to work in a

friendly, familiar environment. In November 1997, the world's first Sun
Microsystems-IBM deal was signed. It allowed Sun to acquire almost all of the

assets of the first Silicon Valley startup company, and to bring its PC platform (and
therefore the business of computers) into the new Windows world. Everything
changed in January 1998 when Bill Gates, Steve Ballmer and Michael Dell (
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PreciseCalc 

The workbook consists of 6 tabs. As the name implies, PreciseCalc contains
numerical and mathematical calculations. Each tab offers a different type of entry,
including real life estimations. Basic Budget Calculator A budget calculator is
available for the beginners. You can create new records with a total cost. Specify
the cost of the components and the required currency. Then, add the prices for each
part. After that, you can select the currency to be used as the result. Thus, you can
choose to divide the sum by the cost of each component, by the number of units or
by the quantity of units. Tax Calculator The taxation tab allows you to add and
subtract different data. The amount of taxes must be subtracted from the total
amount, then the records can be printed. Moreover, you can export the record to a
CSV or XLSX file. Notes for Office 365 / Windows 7 The Excel workbook is
compatible with Windows 7 and requires Microsoft Excel 2016 for compatibility.
This Microsoft Office workbook is intended for the Windows platform. If you
want to install the software, make sure the product page meets the minimum
requirements. Adobe Acrobat Reader DC has been updated to version 11.0. The
last version is 10.2.6. The newer version is said to be designed to provide a more
stable and faster experience. In case you are familiar with Adobe Acrobat or
Acrobat Reader DC, you can download the 11.0 version from the adobe website.
Adobe has also added a few improvements. The feature “Edit text” allows you to
fix various errors by finding the nearest character, right-clicking and pressing
“Search for closest character”. The feature “Reference for information” provides a
full listing of all available information on the selected object. This should be handy,
for example if you are looking up the name of a certain event or the name of a
restaurant. Adobe Acrobat Reader DC has been updated to version 10.2.6. The last
version is 10.2.4. The newer version is said to be designed to provide a more stable
and faster experience. If you are familiar with Adobe Acrobat or Adobe Acrobat
Reader DC, you can download the 10.2.6 version from the adobe website. The
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website additionally provides a detailed changelog for the program. There, you will
find the release notes for Acrobat Reader DC 11.0, as well as

What's New In PreciseCalc?
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System Requirements:

Compatible with Windows 7, Vista, XP and 2000/NT Minimum CPU: 800 MHz;
Memory: 512 MB RAM; Minimum hard drive space: 200 MB Graphics card:
DirectX 8.1 or later with Shader Model 4.0 DirectX: DirectX 8.1 or later Keyboard
& Mouse Network Card: TCP/IP Audio: DirectX compatible sound card Video:
DirectX compatible video card with 32-bit display Additional software may be
required to install from outside the Store, and are
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